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Fred Bergsten: Could I have your attention and we will start the program. Let me 

welcome all of you today to our Peterson Institute for International 
Economics. The government may shut but we never do and are glad to 
continue apace. We’re particularly glad today to address one of our 
favorite topics, the Eurozone, the European economy, what has happened 
in recent years, take a status check on where it stands now and particularly 
where it may be going in terms of both the individual countries and the EU 
and the Eurozone as institutions as they continue and evolve in their 
integration process. 

 
 I’m especially pleased that we are cosponsoring this event today with our 

friends from the Centre for International Governance Innovation in 
Waterloo, Ontario in Canada, CIGI, which as many of you know is one of 
the hot new think thanks certainly in Canada, certainly in North America, 
probably anywhere in the world and is making very major contributions 
on a whole range of international economic topics. And we’re delighted to 
be cohosting with them today. 

 
 I’m particularly pleased because just two weeks ago, I paid a visit to CIGI, 

gave a lecture in their signature lecture series, spent a very rewarding day 
of seminars and discussions with Domenico Lombardi and his colleagues 
there. And so I’m particularly pleased to be able to reciprocate, host them 
here today in a home at home series and only the first of many second or 
third or nth of many collaborations between us and CIGI going over 
forward over the years I am sure. 

 
 We have a superb group of speakers today to talk about different aspects 

of the Euro and European issue. I will introduce them at the outset and 
then the program will flow smoothly we hope from there. Each of them 
will speak for 10 or 12 minutes to give introductory remarks and analyses 
of where the issue stands and then the group as a whole will take the 
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podium or the panel set up at the front for discussion with the audience 
thereafter and we think we’ll have plenty of time for that. 

 
 So let me quickly introduce the five presenters, three speakers, two 

discussants but that distinction is not too clear. Our lead-off is clear 
however. It’s going to be Harold James who is one of the most 
distinguished economic historians in the world and will lead off by 
presenting to us a new study that he has just completed. It’s being 
published by CIGI, copies of it are out front, called International 
Cooperation in Central Banks and he’s going to relate a lot of that to the 
situation in Europe and the Eurozone.  

 Harold is a senior fellow at CIGI. He of course has been for some time a 
professor of history in international affairs, professor of European studies, 
director of the Center for European Politics and Society at Princeton 
which has been his home for many years. His current work is concerned 
with the history of European Monetary Union so he will bring that to us 
today to lead off our discussion. 

 
 Harold will be followed to the podium and this is a particular honor and 

privilege for us, he will be followed by Governor Ardo Hansson, the 
governor of the Bank of Estonia. Now, you have heard our own Anders 
Aslund praise the Estonian record, model and policy framework 
frequently. Today, you’ll hear it from the horse’s mouth, the governor of 
the bank. And particularly of interest now as you may or may not know 
but probably do is that Estonia is about to join the Euro and he will 
explain to us why the Euro for all its travails remains attractive, important 
and a magnet for countries around its periphery and expanding its 
membership going forward. 

 
 The governor was actually born in Chicago, did his PhD in economics at 

Harvard, worked for a number of years at the World Bank, in earlier 
incarnations was economic advisor to the prime minister of his country on 
a couple of different occasions and has been governor of the central bank 
now for several years since June of 2012 and is also in that capacity a 
member of the governing council of the European Central Bank meaning 
he is intimately involved in the decision making for Eurozone monetary 
policy as a whole and will bring us some of that as well. 

 
 We will then turn to our own Nicolas Véron, a senior fellow here at the 

institute, and also at Bruegel who as many of you know is one of the 
leading experts on European banking union as well as a lot of related 
issues in the accounting area, auditing area, et cetera. But Nicolas has 
written extensively and I think in many cutting-edge ways about what 
Europe is doing and particularly what it ought to do by way of banking 
union to move forward with the integration process and to protect against 
future financial disruption. 
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 Last September, Bloomberg Markets named Nicolas to its 50 Most 

Influential list with particular reference to his early advocacy of European 
banking union and his very influential role in discussing the evolution of 
that process.  

 
 We then have two discussants but they’re going to speak their minds as 

well. The first of those is Domenico Lombardi who is now director of 
CIGI’s Global Economics Program. He oversees the research direction of 
that program and its related activities. He’s also chair of the Oxford 
Institute for Economic Policy, is a member of the Financial Times Forum 
of Economists, editor of the World Economic Journal. 

 
 He has served in the past as rapporteur for the High-Level Panel on the 

Governance of the Financial Stability Board, the FSB, which of course is a 
critical element in the global governance process and the effort to avoid 
new financial upset, and he has had extensive experience on the executive 
boards of both the IMF and World Bank so brings a wealth of practical 
experience to the process as well. 

 
 In the final spot is another of our own senior fellows, Jacob Kirkegaard 

who has become the go-to guy here and we think a little more broadly 
probably on the Eurozone crisis. I want to particularly congratulate Jacob 
because only three days ago, he completed the requirements for his PhD. 
So he is now Dr. Jacob Kirkegaard and I’m very delighted that his 
academic credentials have now caught up with his expertise and his 
influence on policy. He had to clean up that little hole in his resume and 
we helped with that and so he is now officially Dr. Kirkegaard.  

  
 

So with no further delay, let me ask Harold James if he will start us off. 
The other speakers will go in the order indicated and we then look forward 
to a lively discussion with the group. 

 
Harold James: Thank you, Fred. It’s a great pleasure to be here at Peterson and with CIGI 

to think about this issue of a long-term perspective on how Europe is 
going to recover from the crisis. Over the last five years, we’ve just been 
celebrating—if that’s the right word, I’m not sure it is—the anniversary of 
the Lehman collapse over the last five years. Clearly, the world and 
Europe have been in the grip of a tremendous financial crisis. And a few 
months ago, it looked as if the European currency experiment was in 
serious danger of going wrong. 

 
 The markets have calmed at the moment. There are still big problems but 

it seems to me that this is exactly the right moment to think in terms of a 
longer perspective of what Europe has done, where it’s going and what the 
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problems are. And so in a way, if it’s possible to do that, I would like to 
invite you to start off by forgetting that there was a financial crisis in 2007 
and 2008 and thinking about what the trajectory was looking like then. 

 
 And the answer is for Europe, it really wasn’t very good. So it’s not just 

the financial crisis that has hit Europe. There was something … there’s a 
problem there before. The great economic historian, Robert Fogel, the late 
Robert Fogel, produced some estimates of growth rates over a very, very 
long period into the 21st century. This is on the eve of the financial crisis 
from 2000 to 2040 and he looked at the EU15, the oldest members of the 
EU. So he didn’t talk about the new accession countries where he might 
expect the growth to be quicker. 

 
 But there, he saw growth of 1.2% a year over this period. That looks really 

pretty miserable. It’s just a tiny bit better than the amount that he predicted 
for Japan but it’s significantly lower than what he thought for the United 
States: 1.2% for the EU15, 3.8% for the United States, and obviously 
much less than India or China. 

 
 So there was weaker growth already before that, before the crisis and 

programs that were designed to deal with that, programs such as the 
Lisbon Agenda that were designed to make Europe into the most 
competitive place in the world were clearly failing already on the eve of 
the financial crisis. 

 
 So then comes the Euro crisis and I would like briefly to think of the 

European story, the European crisis as well in terms of a problem of the 
kind that I addressed in this pamphlet that’s lying outside that CIGI has 
just produced on international central bank cooperation because it does 
seem to me that the Euro is often misdescribed as a project. Many people, 
both critics of the Euro and enthusiasts for the Euro, often will say it’s 
primarily a political project. It was driven by a desire to make European 
peace, make another war in Europe impossible. 

 
 And I was always puzzled by that argument because after all, we don’t 

really need a currency union with Canada in order to stop us going to war 
with Canada or we don’t need a currency union with Mexico in order to 
and the world clearly was with Canada and with Mexico in the past. So 
why do this? If you really wanted to make European peace, wouldn’t you 
really be better off starting off at least as a first measure of having a single 
European army rather than a single European currency? I think you 
probably would. 

 
 But the historical origins of the Euro really lie in an attempt to produce on 

a regional level something that had been attempted in the middle of the 
1980s on a global level, the new exchange rate regime in the middle of the 
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1980s between the Plaza and Louvre meetings. There was a systematic 
discussion of targets and proposals that this institute played a big role in 
the intellectual origin of these initiatives. 

 
 But politically, the initiative was driven by the French finance minister, 

Édouard Balladur, and he was exactly the person who then when the 
Louvre looked as if it was in shambles as an agreement, he then pushed on 
a European level for a further act of monetary integration. 

 
 And this discussion, it’s interesting also to note is the chronology by the 

way—as a historian, I like paying attention to chronologies—that it was 
done in the late 1980s, the critical report, the Delors report, was finished in 
April 1989 at a moment where nobody—at least nobody in [inaudible 
00:12:47] in Paris thought of the end of the Iron Curtain. So it was before 
the big political, geopolitical landslide. And this scheme really evolving 
out of an attempt to get central banks to work together, what’s the logical 
end of that is really a monetary union. 

 
 And in the course of that—I want to take a long-term view but I want to 

look back briefly—they came across two problems which in the 
discussions of the time were actively mulled over and contemplated but 
never really properly resolved. The first is a well-known one of fiscal 
rules. Do you need fiscal rules when you have a monetary union? Can you 
rely on market discipline?  

 
 That was explicitly discussed and then the conclusion was very clearly, 

you can’t rely on market discipline so you need fiscal rules but the kind of 
framework that was eventually … evolved in the convergence criteria of 
Maastricht Treaty and then in the Growth and Stability Pact were too rigid 
and too wooden and not sensitive enough to the cyclical development of 
the economy. That’s a flaw that’s being corrected at the moment. But it’s 
clearly a necessity to have some kind of fiscal framework. 

 
 Secondly, and this to me when I did the historical work in the archives 

was the most surprising one, that there was an active and really intense 
discussion about what we now call a banking union in those stages in the 
late 1980s and early 1990s. And the idea was if you have a common 
capital market and common monetary policy, don’t you need an … you’re 
likely to have cross-border banking groups. Don’t you need as well 
regulation and supervision at the European level rather than at the level of 
the nation states? 

 
 So the original draft of the ECB statute included this in Article 25. There’s 

a kind of little vestige of it left in Article 25 that it may do some 
supervision and regulation if requested to do so by the European Council 
and that’s the legal loophole by which the new banking union is going to 
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be managed without a formal treaty change. But this was something that 
was discussed. These were flaws that were there and the policymakers 
thought, “Well, there are flaws but they can be addressed at some future 
moment. You can redesign the mechanism in the light of subsequent 
events.” And that’s the weak point that was brutally exposed after 2008 
but particularly after 2010. 

 
 But there’s another weak point in Europe that’s exposed after 2010 and I 

think it’s worth putting it on the table because the overcoming of this other 
weak point, I know Nicolas Véron is going to talk more about the banking 
union so I don’t want to go into all the problems of the realization of the 
banking union, but there seems to me to be a bigger problem that arises 
and that will need to be dealt with.  

 
 And that is this, that again, thinking back before the crisis, what did 

Europe do, what did Europe do well, what did it do effectively? It was 
effective when it came to producing general principles of regulation; it 
was effective when it came to trade opening. The general principles were 
the domain where Europe could act and act effectively.  

 
 With a big financial and economic crisis after 2007 and 2008 with the 

worsening crisis, the focus comes to a different aspect of policy and the 
demand for fiscal action that’s a common phenomenon in economic crisis, 
you want fiscal action to deal with the consequences of economic crises 
and you think of the big stimulus packages of 2008, the United States or 
China. These are coordinated fiscal regimes and Europe couldn’t really do 
that. 

 
 At the G20 in London in April 2009, there was an attempt to get Europe to 

do a sustained fiscal expansion but it really looks very problematical 
because it was clear I think even then that there were some states that 
really shouldn’t have been doing that and other states had a lot of room for 
maneuvering in the fiscal domain. 

 
 So the crisis shifted the attention to fiscal issues away from overall 

regulatory issues and made it, as a result, a question of national 
governments taking the initiative and basically renationalized the politics 
of European decision making and once you saw that renationalization 
happening, once you thought that, “No, it isn’t anymore the European 
institutions that are really driving the decisions but it’s Paris and Berlin, or 
maybe just Berlin, that are driving the decisions,” then you really get a 
political chaos and a political stalemate. 

 
 So the question that I would put and the agenda for the future would be to 

think of ways in which that particular strength of Europe, that it’s good at 
devising overall regulations including banking regulations as should be 
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but we might think more broadly, more generally if we want to be 
intellectually ambitious. We might think of some step towards common 
social security but these things can be done on a European level only if 
they don’t involve big fiscal transfers from one part of Europe to another. 
When they involve big fiscal transfers, they raise the kind of polarizing 
issues that have led to the quagmire of political Europe over the last two or 
three years. 

 
 So Europe can be effective but not in the fiscal domain. That’s my main 

lesson. Thank you. 
 
Ardo Hansson: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and, ladies and gentlemen, it’s 

really a great honor to be here today. It’s my first time to speak in this 
institute although I’ve worked with many of the experts and actually 
benefited so much from the rich analysis in so many areas throughout my 
whole career. So to finally come here and speak is really truly an honor. 

 
 And I want to talk a little bit about then this longer term perspective and I 

was asked to talk about it from the perspective of a small … where Estonia 
has been characterized as certainly we’re small as we have a liberal 
reputation and also I think we are, so far, until Latvia joins in a few 
months, we’re the newest member of the Eurozone about the last three 
years. 

 
 So although sometimes we say tongue-in-cheek that we were actually one 

of the first members because 21 years ago, we fixed our currency rigidly 
to the Deutsche Mark and have been running a currency board ever since. 
So in some sense, we’ve been operating in a kind of a Eurozone 
environment for a while. 

 
 I want to talk about just for two minutes just to set the stage on the current 

state of the recovery in the Euro area to focus my remarks then on some of 
the possible institution on economic policy changes which can lead to a 
more durable recovery and to help set the stage for that last bloc to preface 
it by a little bit of discussion of public opinion, what types of solutions 
people in the European Union and the Euro area say they might accept or 
not accept. 

 
 So turning just to the current state of the recovery, we see the first signs of 

a recovery. Growth in the second quarter was 0.3% but it’s after six 
quarters of decline. It’s still very subdued. It’s very uneven and it’s quite 
fragile. So we can’t declare victory but some encouraging signs. 

 
 We do see signs of the reducing stress. I think tail risk has largely been 

removed from the table and a clear success also in reducing fragmentation 
although it remains an issue. Progress also in reducing macroeconomic 
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imbalances if you look at current account deficits either for the Euro area 
as a whole or across the board. You look at fiscal deficits, I think those 
indicators look much better also than some of the key international peers. 
And finally, inflation expectations look well-anchored throughout the 
whole period. Some of it has been due to Pan-European reforms to Euro 
area governance to European governance. I’m not going to go through this 
list here. The people around the table know about the fiscal issues, the 
financial sector reforms, ESM and macroeconomic imbalances 
procedures.  

 
 But I think a lot of the heavy lifting has also been done by member states 

who have really, you know, maybe also always not as quickly as possible 
as we’d like but instituted a lot of structural reforms whether it be in labor 
markets, pensions, business environment and so on, maybe slow but at 
least going in the right direction. And given the degree of competences 
which remain at the national level, I think that’s also a key part.  

 
 So what remains to be done, certainly more work on the deleveraging 

particularly in the private sector, strengthening capital throughout the 
system, making these new fiscal institutions actually work and stand the 
test of time further strengthening the financial sector, and then a whole set 
of reforms to improve the resiliency and flexibility and growth potential of 
these economies. 

 
 Starting to talk about public opinion, we see first of all … I mean, public 

opinion is not something that leaders, I mean you should actually take it 
into account but in some sense, you should also be trying to form it and 
guide it. So you can’t take it as a given but it does influence the types of 
solutions one can countenance and if you think that more bold solutions 
may require treaty change, this issue of public opinion might actually 
become more important. 

 
 Three issues which I’d like to draw out, first of all, is that while the 

support for the Euro … this is the so-called Eurobarometer and the survey 
conducted throughout the whole European Union and it says support for 
the Euro as a whole is still higher than people who are against it although, 
I think for quite understandable reasons, has been declining a bit in the 
middle of the crisis but still above 50%. 

 
 If you look at the different relationship between the ins and the outs let’s 

say the ones that are in the Euro area, the support of those that are in is 
about 62% and the ones that are out, 29%. So I think in my own country, 
I’m proud to say it’s one of the ones on the far left of this table here. So 
we have a three to one ratio in favor of the Euro and I think it’s very hard 
to explain but we’re at that end of the table. And I think once the countries 
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have come in, they don’t have a kind of buyer’s regret. Once you’re in, 
you kind of seem to basically support it. 

 
 This I’ll go over. One thing that when that same survey asks what types of 

forms of cooperation and so on are you happy with, if you look at the 
bottom types of questions which say working together, coordinating and 
so on, there’s quite a lot of support for those types of solutions. In some 
select areas I think such as the banking union, you can find that even 
going more deeply, there’s broad public support, Euro area governance 
and so on. 

 
 But if you go to the question of whether the EU should develop further 

into federation of nation states, the view becomes a lot more balanced and 
I think building on what Harold James said, I think if you go to issues like 
fiscal policy, I think you would get a clear no answer from many people 
particularly seeing how difficult the budget negotiations were if you think 
that there was so much reluctance to increase the Euro, the EU budget. It 
means that there is … giving up fiscal sovereignty in terms of transfers I 
think is still quite a way off. 

 
 So the solutions that we look for have to kind of take into account that 

you’re not going to necessarily have these kinds of solutions that might 
work well in this country. Some of them have to be built on a more 
decentralized basis. 

 
 So looking at the different challenges, I just wanted to draw out four. 

Three of them are related to crisis prevention and the first one is trying to 
reinforce a clearer alignment of rights and responsibilities between 
different actors, be they taxpayers, banks, enterprises, households and so 
on. 

 
 And I think to a large extent, the crisis grew out of this mismatch and if 

you look at how the spreads right before the crisis broke out, the spreads 
on public debt in Euro area countries had all basically totally converged. 
Whether you were Germany or Greece, the differences were very marginal 
and I think some of that was probably built on the assumption of basically 
there would be a bailout if you got into trouble. The banks certainly 
behaved as if they thought they were going to be bailed out and so on.  

 
 So people are always playing in a sense hoping somebody else would bail 

them out, led to some of the disbalances that we saw. So whether it’s at a 
European level, you have … let’s say if we talk about single supervisory 
mechanism, this is why we emphasized the resolution going in tandem 
with the supervision because if you’re taking decisions at one level, you 
should bear responsibility at that level but also I think throughout the 
system, we need more clear alignment of rights and responsibilities. 
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 Second is having a more proactive approach to preventing imbalances. 

This is something we, I think in the Baltic countries, we may have done 
many things well but I think we didn’t do a very good job of crisis 
prevention. We had quite a large housing bubble and so on. 

 
 I think in Europe, much of this relates to macroprudential issues. I mean, 

it’s a new subject. We’re trying to find out things that work but if you 
think you have a system with no internal exchange rate adjustment or 
monetary policy, if you have limited scope for fiscal adjustment, if you 
have a very bank-centric and bank-intermediated capital flows and the 
prevalence to have housing bubbles and so on, focusing on these issues of 
national level macroprudential instruments I think is one area where you 
could have more proactivity. 

 
 The third issue is continuing to foster resilience. Again, this is nothing 

new. If you look at the optimal currency area literature, if you have a 
single currency area, you need your labor markets and product markets 
and so on to be all that much more flexible. And here is I think one area 
where the Baltic experience has been rather positive and some of the 
factors that one could point to in building resilience, one is just having a 
lot of growth potential.  

 
 If we think we have a growth potential of maybe 3% or 4% per year 

steady state, it’s easier to grow out of your problems. If you have a large 
tradable sector, you can adjust more quickly. If you tend to have lower 
levels of public or private indebtedness, that gives you more flexibility to 
adjust as well. And I think finally the strength of the financial sector, I 
think we benefited from having the strong Nordic banks involved that 
provided a cushion and therefore having this kind of ability to be flexible 
is key. 

 
 And finally, I think building very much on the some of the work that 

Anders Aslund has done too on this issue of once you’re in a crisis 
situation, I think our experience certainly shows that having a bit of 
frontloading, getting these crises resolved more quickly, getting back on a 
growth path and using the crisis to undertake some reforms which can 
generate a great big boost in productivity can have big advantages. And I 
think here, I’d point out a few of these issues: avoiding reform fatigue; not 
having this huge buildup of public and private debt, which we see taking 
place in some of the slower adjusters; faster closure of unviable activities; 
and then just getting over the period of uncertainty and back to growth. 

 
 If you could get that confidence built more broadly throughout the Euro 

area, then I think we could have a more durable recovery. So on that note, 
I’ll end. Thank you very much. 
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Nicolas Véron: It’s an honor to speak after two such distinguished presenters. My 

presentation will be more pedestrian in a way than what we’ve heard so 
far. I will go more into the weeds of the process and the policy choices as 
we say here but I think an important topic on banking union and especially 
what to expect next year. 

 
 Banking union is largely where the action is in the management and 

possibly starts resolution of the European crisis. I like to think in a 
simplistic but I think useful way of the crisis as having four dimensions. 
So there is banking, fiscal, economic by which I mean really restructural 
and political institutional issues. It’s a framework that European Council 
President Herman Van Rompuy, among others, has promoted since last 
year. So fiscal union to simplify is a no-go in Germany; political union is a 
no-go in France. 

 
 Economic union if you understand it by having your European mechanism 

to input structural reforms that make sense I guess is a no-go everywhere. 
Banking union is one on which leaders could agree even so that probably 
… it’s possible that not all of them realized all the consequences of what 
they decided but hopefully some of them did. 

 
 Anyways, they agreed on it last year in June 2012, the landmark European 

Council summit where they said it’s imperative to break the vicious circle 
between banks and sovereigns and here we are with a deadline which is 
now scheduled October 2014 when the authority over most of European 
banks will be transferred from national supervisors to the European 
Central Bank, to ECB and this carries a number of consequences. 

 
 The first consequence is that the ECB doesn’t want to take over those 

banks without knowing what’s in there so there will be a comprehensive 
balance sheet assessment of those 130 plus banks representing probably 
more than 85% of the total assets in the Eurozone and balance sheet 
assessments imply a wave of bank restructuring.  

 
 If you think as most people do that some of these banks had severe 

difficulties basically a restructuring plan to deal with their severe 
undercapitalization and their balance sheet problems has to be announced 
at the same time as the announcement of the results of the balance sheet 
assessment, so balance sheet assessment being what is often referred to in 
the marketplace as asset-quality review. It’s basically the same thing. 

 
 So this leads me and this is, I think, the key takeaway of my presentation. 

I’ll go into more detail later to predict … I generally don’t do predictions 
but I’m pretty sure that there will be more volatility, market volatility in 
2014 than what we’ve seen in 2013 in spite of very significant shocks such 
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as what happened in Cyprus and the election in Italy in February, et cetera, 
the market has been very calm.  

 
 I suspect that the inherent conflict and escalation between the European 

Central Bank as the force for rigorous balance sheet assessment and a 
number of member states that will resist it, this conflict cannot be resolved 
very early on. It’s too difficult, too intractable and I think market pressure 
will have to build up so that we can see what we’ve seen time and again in 
the crisis. I’m sure Jacob will remind us, Dr. Jacob, that basically without 
the market pressure, decisions aren’t made. 

 
 So this in my view will be a make-or-break test for the ECB and the EU 

and by comparison, discussions which are important on the bank recovery 
and resolution directs a single resolution mechanism. All these things that 
are concentrating the attention of the media and of many politicians right 
now, they are legislative decisions but their result kicked in only after the 
completion of the process I’m referring to, only after 2015 and therefore, 
they are not as important as their often described to me because basically 
this is a price dependent process and the next step is under current legal 
conditions, current legal frameworks to balance sheet assessments and its 
consequences. 

 
 So I’m not saying the single resolution mechanism is a total sideshow. I 

think it’s important but not nearly as important as the balance sheet 
assessment and it’s not needed for the balance sheet assessment which in 
almost any assumption will be dealt with under the current legal 
framework. 

 
 So let me go quickly into the sequence. The ECB, President Draghi will 

communicate letters this month on the sequence so maybe some aspects of 
this will be a bit corrected. This is my current understanding based on 
currently available public information. My understanding is that there are 
basically two phases, each of them spanning about six months. 

 
 The first phase six months from now is the phase of preparation. Key 

appointments in the single supervisory mechanism by the ECB, buildup of 
capacity—the ECB doesn’t know anything about supervision at the 
starting point so it has to build up its supervisory capacity. It was not its 
task so far. I’ll come back a bit to this. National supervisors will start the 
asset-quality reviews but in a limited sense and without communicating on 
results. Member states will start the crucial negotiation on backstops, as 
the current jargon has it, which is really the framework for restructuring 
banks that will be found severely undercapitalized as a consequence of the 
balance sheet assessment. 
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 And then, this leads us to March, April next year, we’ll have the second 
phase which is a concrete phase where the rubber really hits the road and 
this is assessments themselves led by the ECB with also stress testing 
coordinated by the European Banking Authority, the EBA, with a very 
centralized governance process really not comparable to the stress tests we 
had in 2010-2011.  

 
 So ECB will be in charge. There will be no veto by national authorities. 

This has already been clarified. The person in the ECB that is responsible 
for the assessment of a given bank will have the final cut in making a 
recommendation to the supervisory board. There will be no veto from 
national authorities, no so-called red flag procedure as existed in the 
previous stress test. So it’s really not the same process. It’s a much more 
centralized, much more robust process but this is not enough to make sure 
it will be a success. 

 
 There will be a single number of capital gap for each of the banks tested. 

Now, assessment results as I mentioned have to be accompanied by the 
announcement of restructuring plans for severely undercapitalized banks 
and the target date is October 2014. So ECB may delay the whole 
schedule but that’s a one-shot gun and it’s likely that ECB will not want to 
use it unless it really has no options. 

 
 So what are the key choices? At this point, the framework is not complete. 

So ECB and national supervisors have to decide on the crucial 
methodological choices for the balance sheet assessment. For example, 
how will you crystallize the so-called legacy losses? How will you value 
assets? How will you impair assets for example sovereign bonds? How do 
you value Greek bonds, Cypriot bonds, even Portuguese bonds? I think for 
all the other member states, there will be no haircut. But for those three, 
there will be a debate. How do we take into account funding frameworks, 
business models, liquidity issues, so ECB has clarified there would be a 
risk assessment together with asset-quality review. 

 
 What’s the definition of the capital gap? I said there would be a single 

number at the end of the process for each bank so either they pass the test 
or they have a number in Euro of capital to raise. But what the basis for 
this is that the stress test that is dependent on forward-looking assumptions 
about the future or is it an actual balance sheet assessment where you just 
calculate the capital ratio on the basis of the ECB’s definition of capital 
and this decision as far as I’m aware of hasn’t been made yet. It’s a crucial 
decision and the ECB will have to do a lot of managing market 
expectations. 

 
 So member states and the European Commission also have their work cut 

out and here is where the biggest questions politically lie. One of the key 
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questions is whether there will be consistency in restructuring practice or 
whether we will have a situation where basically Italy bails and Germany 
bails out and at this point, there is no guarantee that there will be fairness 
and consistency in the practice of how to treat the creditors across member 
states, which if you think about it is absolutely crucial because if we are in 
the scenario of Italy bails and Germany bails out it will exacerbate, not 
mitigate, the famous vicious circle between banks and sovereigns so this 
would be exactly the opposite of what is meant with this process. 

 
 So this is really central and the European Commission’s state aid 

framework says well, there will be bailing for shareholders and junior 
creditors but the point that we say [inaudible 0:38:00] say nothing about 
senior creditors, so this is left to the member states. 

 
 The funding question of course is big. Is it only national funding? Will the 

ESM participate? Probably not except for countries under a program. Will 
there be another European special purpose vehicle created for the task? 
This is not impossible in my view. At this point, there is a discussion 
about using the balance of payment facility of the European Union. I 
doubt this but this is being reported by the media. 

 
 And crucially what will be the steering? Is it only the competition with 

their state aid mandate? Will there be a European actor such as the 
European bad banks that will help coordinate and impose consistency 
among different member states on the restructuring of failed banks? Lots 
of financial engineering issues which haven’t almost been started to be 
debated and I should add that there is a European Parliament election in 
May 2014 and this will heavily influence the way this will be decided. 

 
 The outcome will matter enormously. Basically, there are two scenarios. 

One is the scenario where the assessment is rigorous and in a way, this 
echoes Governor Hansson’s point. If you frontload the adjustment, you 
have a lot of pain but you also have a lot of gain. So you can imagine then 
a return of trust into the banking sector in Europe which has eluded us for 
the past six years, lots of short-term pain restructuring not only to banks 
but also if you kill a zombie bank, you also kill zombie borrowers. So this 
has job losses and cross-border consolidation, all this is politically 
difficult. 

 
 So ESM may have to lend to countries that could lose market access. The 

ECB would be established as a strong supervisor. By contrast, if they do 
another round like they did in 2010-2011, lots of forbearance. A weak 
assessment, possibly no immediate negative market impact but the further 
zombification of the system, fragmentation of European banking system, 
scarcity of credit, drag on the economy and a very significant negative 
spillover onto ECB’s reputation which means that monetary policy would 
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become less credible because the supervisory arm has been burned in 
terms of credibility. 

 
 So how this will be decided by the marketplace if the assessment is 

rigorous enough, I think the market will have a sort of psychological 
threshold probably around, I don’t know, 150, 200 billion Euros of more 
capital but this is a bit early to assess. 

 
 There will be next steps afterwards. I will be very short on this but 

basically this will frame, assuming a rigorous assessment in 2014, the next 
step. And here’s where the single resolution mechanism, the bank 
recovery and resolution directive kick in to use Wolfgang Schäuble’s, the 
German finance minister’s terms in an article in the Financial Times in 
May this year, there will be a timber-framed banking union starting in 
2015 and then if there is treaty change later, we can imagine a steel-
framed banking union with a real federal deposit insurance, a real single 
resolution mechanism, but this is a very distant prospect because a steady 
state requires treaty change and this is difficult. 

 
 So my metaphor into papers that had been distributed in your pack is a 

bridge. There is a first step. We know that the handover of authority to the 
ECB as a single supervisory mechanism at the second half of 2014. That’s 
the first big make-or-break test. And then there is a more distant point of 
treaty change which might be a long way coming. 

 
 Finally and to conclude, this would shape Europe’s financial system going 

forward. Again, assuming a rigorous assessment in 2014, there are a 
number of structural consequences that one can anticipate. The current 
practices that are very pervasive in Europe in spite of all the official 
discourse, financial repression, ring fencing of assets and liquidity on the 
national level basically forcing banks to buying national sovereign debt, 
banking nationalism preventing cross-border M&A, all this might be 
gradually phased out just with the SSM even assuming the SRM goes 
nowhere. Just with the standardization of supervisory authority in the ECB 
basically you deprive national authorities from their toolkit that enables 
them to impose these policies which have some positive aspects but also 
some negative ones. 

 
 There will be larger bank consolidations. So the too big to fail issue is a 

serious issue but in a larger market, more unified market. So in a way, 
cross-border M&A might lead to a different too big to fail equation but 
generally a less intractable situation than what we have on the national 
level in a number of member states right now. 

 
 Greater discipline in the banking system is likely so it’s very important to 

foster the development of non-bank finance, both market and non-bank 
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financial intermediaries and I think we’ll have also a consolidation of 
other financial authorities at the European level, for example the European 
Securities and Markets Authority. 

 
 There will be global implications, consolidation of European presence in 

global forums, maybe some transatlantic conversions because Europe if 
I’m correct that the European financial system would become more 
diverse with a bigger weight on non-bank finance. It’s a form of 
convergence with the U.S. but of course it’s early to know exactly how 
this will play out. There will be a lot of [inaudible 00:43:10] describing 
here will be gradual but I think inevitable if the assessment is rigorous 
next year. 

 
 So really, a lot is at stake and this will be a big year to observe 2014 and 

we can all give our wishes to the ECB that they are able to withstand the 
enormous pressure that will be put on them. Thank you very much. 

 
Domenico Lombardi: Thank you very much, Fred, for your very kind introduction. As you 

mentioned, we were delighted that you were in Canada a couple of weeks 
ago and I’m even more delighted to be here today. Like others, I’ve joined 
Peterson events several times during my tenure here in Washington D.C., 
the 12 years I was here in Washington D.C. and I’m really even more 
honored to having been invited as a discussant today. And of course like 
you, we at CIGI do look forward to further nurturing our relationship with 
you and your colleagues. 

 
 So turning to the topic we have before us today, clearly this is a topic very 

close to my course but also very close to my heart given that I come from 
a Southern European country. And therefore in discussing the remarks 
from the panelists, I just want to sort of underscore a couple of aspects that 
resonated in some of the remarks. Harold actually opened up his 
introductory remarks saying markets are calm yet there are big problems 
and Nicolas who has usually very balanced views I think, he pointed to the 
potential for further volatility, for an escalation of volatility next year. 

 
 So I’ll just try to do some basic simulations in terms of the debt trajectory 

of the Italian debt and again, there is a commentary at the reception where 
essentially these graphs are explained more in detail, but what I would like 
to attract your attention on is that, you know, the trajectory of the Italian 
debt is very much dependent on the assumptions you make, assumptions 
you make on the GDP growth rate of course. I invite you to focus on the 
zero growth trajectory. 

 
 Just for your information, last year, the Italian economy contracted by 

2.4%, this year by 1.8% said the IMF. So in our estimation, we projected 
zero rate of growth just to estimate the impact on the debt dynamics and 
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this is done assuming that the primary balance is in line with the historical 
average. Actually, in the current government documents, in the current 
IMF projections, this is not really the case. Italy is running one of the 
highest primary balances in the Eurozone. By 2018, its primary balance is 
projected to reach 5.6%. 

 
 So these are slightly more conservative estimates as I said just in case the 

political support, the sort of social support around these very tight fiscal 
policies might erode especially in the case of a lagging growth or even a 
zero growth scenario. 

 
 And I was also impressed by something that … if you look at the ratings 

of the Italian sovereign bonds, you see that Italy if you look at the S&P 
table, you see that Italy entered the crisis essentially with an upper A 
benchmark on the S&P scale and then there was this string of downgrades 
and the last of which occurred only a few months ago in July, this triple-B, 
and the outlook is negative, meaning that there is an impending possible 
further downgrade. 

 
 If you look at the various press releases, rating agencies’ reports as we 

have done, you do see that the concern is not just on fiscal sustainability, 
on fiscal policies. It’s more on the lack of underlying growth dynamics. 

 
 And here, you do see that, if you look at the spreads, they tend to go up as 

there are downgrades in the sovereign bonds. However, starting from last 
summer, clearly these spreads have been on a downward trajectory mainly 
for various reasons. I think the main one is the “do whatever it takes” 
speech by President Draghi last summer. 

 
 And in fact, what we have just recently observed and that’s really on the 

right end of the graph, the latest spate of downgrade don’t seem to have 
really resulted to have affected the spreads too much. However, this could 
change. This could change and this could very well interact with the points 
that Nicolas was mentioning. This could change because clearly, any 
ratings below the triple-B-minus threshold are considered to be non-
investment grade ratings and clearly, we have a number of institutional 
investors that hold Italian government bonds that would be affected by 
that rating decision. 

 
 Clearly, the quality of the balance sheets of the Italian bank would 

severely be affected and this brings me back to the point that Nicolas was 
making. This could be a source of volatility but I would say could it even 
be a greater source of volatility if the asset-quality review were to interact 
with further developments in terms of further downgrades of the Italian 
sovereign bond ratings. 
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 So that said, let me also address some other points that other speakers have 
made. In particular, Governor Hansson was mentioning some results from 
the Eurobarometer survey. Well this morning, again having lived in 
Washington for so long, I used to browse the Pew surveys and every year, 
they conduct a survey on the Euro. Well, what I found out is that in 2012, 
only 30% of Italians thought that the Euro was a good thing. 

 
 Again, when they were asked other questions whether the Euro 

strengthened their economy, only 11% agreed with that. I mean, this is to 
say that of course the Euro … and I think the statistics that the governor 
showed fundamentally tell us that the Euro is perceived by many southern 
economy as something that is much more than a currency. It’s really an 
anchor of stability, provides really a path towards stability maybe in a 
much more effective way than their shaky governance, political system 
can do. But at the same time, I would say if we keep going with this 
growth projection, with this disappointing growth performance, those 
statistics will be radically changing over the next few years.  

 
 Then I was intrigued by a slide, slide 13, that the governor showed and he 

was making the point that a frontloaded adjustment has some benefit. I 
think this very much reflects the very positive, very effective experience 
of the Baltic economies. However, I would be hesitant in translating the 
lessons from the restructuring of the Baltic economies into the 
restructuring and the need to further reform the Southern European 
economies essentially for the following reasons. 

 
 I think when the Baltic economies were reforming, Europe was growing, 

the world economy was growing. In any case, it was not like Italy in 2011 
when it undertook the fiscal consolidation. At that time, essentially two 
things had happened. First, two years before there had been the massive 
crisis, Italy GDP contracted by 5.5%. So that was Italy. The U.S. that was 
the epicenter of the crisis only contracted by 3% just to give you an order 
of magnitude. 

 
 Number two, at the time the southern economies were undertaking fiscal 

consolidation, everybody else in Europe was doing the same thing and 
clearly … you know, this brings me to a second point. Of course, this is 
not to say that they should not be undertaking any fiscal consolidation; 
quite the contrary. But in the end, this fiscal consolidation has to be 
effective.  

 
 In 2011, they did undertake this frontloaded adjustment. However, the 

debt-to-GDP ratio was 120%. Right now, it’s at 132% and based on some 
estimates we have carried out, half of this increase is accounted for by the 
deep recession that the economy experienced and this deep recession of 
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course reflected the very high value of the fiscal multiplier applied for 
Italy at the time the fiscal consolidation was initiated. 

 
 So this is one point. The second point and I’m going to wrap up, the 

second point is it’s okay to talk about reform, fiscal consolidation, banking 
union. These are of course all key pillars. But I have never heard anyone, 
not just here but in general, talk about the other pillar that is really 
macroeconomic coordination. You have on the one hand countries that 
have surrendered their monetary sovereignty. Some have surrendered 
more than others. You’re now having countries that are surrendering their 
sovereignty on their banking system. Again, more will be surrendering 
more than others. 

 
 However, there’s never been any talk about the macroeconomic 

coordination and essentially by that I mean, I was looking this morning 
about the current account to GDP surpluses of a number of countries, well 
I noticed that for this year, the IMF projects a current account surplus over 
GDP for Germany of 6%. And, you know, about China, I think China we 
have … I’ve been here at a number of events where we have discussed 
China. Well, China’s current account over GDP ratio for this year is going 
to be 2.5%. 
 

 I mean, this is not to say, and again, I want to emphasize that very clearly, 
this is not to say that the southern economies have to fiscally consolidate. 
Certainly Italy should be the frontrunner for that yet what I noticed is that 
this year, the balance would be balanced in structural terms yet the 
extremely high debt-to-GDP ratio that was invoked as, you know, in terms 
of putting the country on the brink of bankruptcy in 2011 has now 
increased by 12, 13 further percentage points. 

 
 So what I mean by that is that we have to pay attention to the pace and 

how this fiscal consolidation is done to the conditions of the region and 
finally, we have to really place this into a broader context of 
microeconomic coordination. So far, really the adjustment has been 
heavily sort of unilaterally based on the better economies even if, you 
know, again, I look at the statistics for Italy, I see the balances, budget, the 
current account is perfectly budgeted for this year but nonetheless, it’s still 
in the group of the deficit economies. 

 
 So with that, I would wrap up and thank you very much. 
 
Jacob Kirkegaard: Thank you very much. Well, I’m not going to speak from a PowerPoint. 

I’ll just offer a few comments on all of the three initial presenters and let 
me start with Harold. Let me say that I actually very much agree with 
Harold’s starting proposition, which is that Europe actually in many ways 
is now back to where it was in 2007; that the underlying issue here is the 
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problem in Europe was what it was back then, which is about how to 
increase growth and avoid relative economic stagnation. 

 
 And the reason I like that framing and thereby the sort of downplaying of 

what has happened after 2007 is that it actually highlights to me that we 
don’t have to view what has gone on since then as the end of the world, 
that this focus on the short-term Keynesian response functions and the 
impact of excessive austerity over the last couple of years relative to the 
real problems of increasing Europe’s growth potential which is much older 
is actually relatively low. 

 
 I think that it actually lends a healthy sense of why the crisis in my 

opinion in many ways has actually been a healthy change, echoing the 
quote that was on Governor Hansson’s slides, namely that progress in 
Europe tends to come in crisis. Now, I can go into what the situation that 
we’re in right now in Washington D.C. and say that that tends to be 
playing out that way also here in Washington or here in the United States 
that crisis have a conducive way for political action. 

 
 So really, I think the policy response while I generally am someone who 

thinks it has gone in the right direction and I think that was also the gist of 
Governor Hansson’s remarks, it’s probably too early to say. We still really 
don’t know whether the potential growth rate of Europe has been 
increased from this crisis or not.  

 
 Turning to Governor Hansson’s remarks, again I would say that I find 

myself largely in agreement with them but I think I would actually push 
the argument about public opinion even further because I would argue that 
in realistic policy terms, the support for the Euro has gone down. I say so 
what? The reality is that support for every single incumbent government in 
Europe has gone down since 2007. In fact, if you look at the Pew poll and 
the Eurobarometer numbers, you will see that actually EU institutions 
consistently outscore national governments in public approval for their 
crisis response. 

 
 So what does it mean that the Euro in the short term, what does it mean 

that support for the Euro has gone down in single issue public polling? I 
would suggest that it doesn’t mean anything more than a single issue 
polling in the United States would show that if the U.S. public support for 
the Federal Reserve had declined. It’s in the short run equally meaningless 
because just because people are right now fed up relative to what they 
were five years ago with European institution doesn’t mean that they’re 
going to run back and hand over the keys to fiscal and monetary policy to 
their national authorities on the contrary, I would argue. 
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 And I think you see the same kind of polling if you look at who do 
European publics blame for the crisis. There’s no doubt that the IMF, the 
Troika, Germany, et cetera, is generally very unpopular in the periphery 
right now, but actually national leaders are even more blamed for it. So I 
think we can largely dismiss in the short term these single issue pollings 
also because they, in my opinion, reflect fundamentally that—and this is 
true for all single issue polls—that electorates are schizophrenic.  

  
 They want on the one hand both, as Governor Hansson said, the political 

and economic stability of the Euro which I think now some will argue that 
well actually, Greece has not been characterized by economic stability in 
the last five years but who knows what the result would have been had 
they had the drop. 

 
 But the point is that on the one hand, publics want stability and at the same 

time, the stability of the Euro, but at the same time, they would also like 
full national sovereignty. Well guess what, these two things are actually 
incompatible and what happens is that the crisis forces you to choose 
between these incompatible desires in the same way that a classical fiscal 
crisis would force an electorate that wants low taxes but high government 
spending to choose between the two and that’s what has happened. 

 
 And contrary to much of the nonsense that has been written about Europe 

is the 1930s have not happened. In fact, repeatedly, the center, the political 
center in Europe has held. They have actually repeatedly chosen to 
continue down the path that Governor Hansson outlined. 

 
 Now, this is predominantly in the short run. In the long run, these things 

do matter because when we talk about what is required to change the 
European treaties, make much bigger fundamental changes to European 
institutions, there’s no doubt that support for the Euro, report for the 
European institutions matters, which is precisely why I have always said, 
“Look, talking about treaty change in the short run—and by the short run I 
mean probably until 2017 or after that—is nonsense because you will 
never get a treaty change approved.”  

 
 And this is exactly why people say we need Euro bonds now. I mean, 

they’re deluding themselves. That’s why this only really matters in the 
long run and that actually unfortunately tends to postpone the political 
window of opportunity for changing the European institutions more 
fundamentally. 

 
 Then finally, let me offer a few comments also on Nicolas. I’ll first say 

that I basically agree with pretty much everything he said so it’s hard to be 
a discussant but I will say that in my opinion, I actually feel very confident 
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that his scenario one is going to play out, namely the one in which we 
have a credible stress test with all the good things that follow from that. 

 
 And I say that because it seems to me that one way to interpret the Euro 

crisis since 2008 is a recurring set of games of chicken between the 
monetary and the fiscal authority and it seems to me that we’re heading 
into another one of those games of chicken that I think was also part of 
what Nicolas was articulating, this clash between the ECB’s desire on the 
one hand for a credible stress test and become a credible banking regulator 
and then of course the natural desire from national government not to have 
to own up to the fact that they have undercapitalized banks that potentially 
need taxpayers’ support. 

 
 Well so far, I would observe that during this crisis that every time we’ve 

had this type of clash, the ECB has generally tended in my opinion to get 
what it wanted, because I think what this crisis reveals is that ECB as a 
central bank has actually a unique degree of institutional independence 
and also has had a unique degree or uniqueness in being the only 
institution in the Euro area that had any market effect in the short run. 

 
 Well, just as it has been coming, it has arguably been a uniquely or in 

some opinions say excessively independent central bank. Well, it is also 
going to be a uniquely independent banking regulator even if they have 
now agreed with the European Parliament for additional degrees of 
oversight, et cetera. 

 
 So what does this mean? It means in my opinion that for the asset-quality 

review, those who say that there is no chance that the ECB would ever ask 
the tough questions if there wasn’t an agreement on the backstop or who’s 
going to pay for the bill. If there was an agreement on that, they would 
never do it. 

 
 Well, I would actually interpret that, no, that’s exactly what they would do 

because throughout this crisis, I would argue that financial market 
volatility and crisis has been the ECB’s ally, it’s been their friend because 
it’s what has pushed national governments to own up to create the ESM 
and a whole bunch of other things. 

 
 So I don’t see at all why the ECB wouldn’t go ahead to the extent that they 

can with a tough asset-quality review no matter what the governments put 
together because they would actually welcome the volatility that Nicolas 
predicted and I fully share that view. Not only do I agree with him but I 
actually normatively endorse that view, that that’s what the ECB should 
do. 
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 And then finally, I also agree with the ECB or Nicolas’ assessment that 
ironically coming out of the creation of the European Banking Union, 
you’re going to end up with a more market-intermediated, at the margin at 
least, European financial system with more corporate bond financing, et 
cetera, so you end up in this situation that ironically the European Banking 
Union ends up making the European financial system more like the United 
States than the preceding national financial system. I think I’ll end there. 
Thank you. 

 
Fred Bergsten: Okay. We have an enormous amount of material on the table. I won’t have 

any introductory comments or questions of my own. We’ve got about 15 
minutes so let’s see who would like to ask questions, make comments, 
offer alternative views, and get the ball rolling. The floor is open, and 
please introduce yourself. We’ve got a traveling mic here, a standing mic 
in the back. Please introduce yourself and then fire away. Don’t be so 
bashful. Yes? 

 
Male Speaker1: [inaudible 01:06:24] Georgetown University. Next on the agenda for the 

Eurozone is going to be a Greek bailout. The question is what is the 
dimension of it and B, is it conceivable and possible to do this simply 
without any kind of forgiveness? How do you see that coming up and the 
solution for the next bailout of Greece? Thank you. 

 
Fred Bergsten: Who wants to respond? Harold. 
 
Harold James: I think this is a very, very important and topical issue and it’s a very good 

issue to bring up in the context of the IMF annual meetings because it 
seems to me that the greatest threat that the solution of the Greek problem 
poses is not so much to Europe but to international institutions and 
particularly to the IMF. What happens to the IMF credit to Greece? Do 
you write that down? Do you make a precedent that would really break 
everything that the fund has stood for? Do you polarize the fund in terms 
of the relationship between the emerging markets and the wealthy 
European countries? And even Greece is a wealthy European country in 
comparison to capital income levels. 

 
 This is an enormously sensitive issue in international politics. In terms of 

markets, it actually doesn’t make much difference because the market 
write-down has already been taken and the market debt has largely been 
substituted by official debt. So it’s something that has the capacity to blow 
up the official sector but not I think the markets.  

 
Fred Bergsten: Governor Hansson, would you care to make any comment from the 

monetary council? Okay, understandably not. Yes, Domenico, please. 
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Domenico Lombardi: Sorry. If you’ll allow me just two very quick comments. I think this really 
highlights the problems in program design. Again, Greece of course is a 
member of the currency union. In the end, the program was not really fine 
tuned for a member of a currency union where essentially the exchange 
rate does not operate and I think really, the next program that Greece is 
going to have, nothing is going to have too much of a market impact as 
Harold was noting because in a way markets have already discounted that 
in some fashion. But this is certainly going to hurt the credibility of the 
IMF more than anything else. Thank you. 

 
Ardo Hansson: Well, quickly I guess if the question of forgiveness means principal 

reduction versus the alternative, say a 50-year loan at zero interest rate the 
first 30 years or whatever you can come up with that has the same net 
present value effect, I would probably politically say that the … or lean 
towards the latter because it is just inherently much easier politically to 
keep up the fiction that this is a loan by maintaining the principal at a 
fixed level and then conveniently forgetting about the levels and 
circumstances on which interest is paid on that loan.  

 
 But it is clear that Chancellor Merkel and others, all the political leaders in 

Europe throughout the process has always said this is not a transfer, this is 
not a gift, this is help, and that fiction is easier to maintain in that 
direction. But again, as I think Harold said, it doesn’t, in my opinion, 
really matter very much from a market perspective. It matters as 
Domenico said from an IMF and other institutions’ credibility point of 
view but it’s really sloshing around intra-Euro area government debt 
among individual countries. 

 
Fred Bergsten: We’ve had two people at the mic and Mr. Truman sat so I’ll let him sit for 

a moment and ask you and then Ted. 
 
Joy Dunkley: Did you see me? 
 
Fred Bergsten: Yes. 
 
Joy Dunkley: Yes. I’ve heard … 
 
Fred Bergsten: Could you identify please. 
 
Joy Dunkley: Joy Dunkley. I’ve heard a couple of times the comment “we are just now 

where we were in 2007,” and I think this is wrong. I think we’re in a 
much, much worse situation. We’ve had youth unemployment at 
unimaginable levels. Now, I realize this is not the focus of this session but 
I would just ask you to remember that we’re not where we were in 2007. 
Thank you. 
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Fred Bergsten: Would anybody like to respond to that and let me also relate Governor 
Hansson to Domenico’s critique of your emphasis on quick adjustment, 
frontloading of programs. In a way, that’s part of the question because that 
leads to unemployment, austerity, et cetera. So answers to her question but 
also maybe to the question about shock treatment. 

 
Ardo Hansson: Okay, thank you. Now, I think as far as where we are exactly, I mean this 

can be measured indicator by indicator and I think certainly in some areas 
where still employment is a lagging indicator and we’re certainly not at 
the same levels as we were pre-crisis and we probably wouldn’t expect us 
to be there either. 

 
 But I think one way area where we’ve come quite far is building up the 

resilience and the whole governance of the Euro area and when we see 
now political crisis breaking out that would have probably looked rather 
scary a few years ago and you would have thought that this could start 
some kind of a contagion effect that this seem to be relatively well 
contained now and don’t ripple through the system. 

 
 So we seem to be … I think the system as a whole seems to be quite a bit 

more resilient and maybe we do have more fiscal space. The cap banks are 
a bit better capitalized and so on and I think this whole issue of building 
up resilience in the end is having less borrowed funds and more equity 
throughout the system and all the issues that we had discussed too about 
building a banking or a financial system that’s more dependent on capital 
markets and equity and so on is certainly part of building that resilience. 

 
 On the issue of the Baltic experience, I think I’m one of the first who 

would say you shouldn’t take these as kind of cookie-cutter approaches 
and say one should do exactly the same way. I just think there are some 
certainly smaller economies versus large economies, everything is a bit 
different and political economy is also of course different country by 
country. But I do think when this issue of the speed is probably a bit more 
general and I think it’s an issue of if you have an adjustment process, you 
either finance it or you adjust and probably the Baltic experience I think as 
Anders Aslund has pointed out too, there was almost no financing. So you 
were forced maybe to do even excessive amounts of adjustments. 

 
 So probably in an ideal world, we would have had a bit more financing 

and a bit more cushioning but to see the opposite extreme when you have 
already a starting point with high public debt sits a problem of 
overleveraging and households and enterprises and five years later, you’re 
still in the situation where the public debt is even higher or the private 
leveraging is in fact increased rather than decreased.  
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 That still means that … I think those problems won’t go away and it 
means that these issues are hanging over your head for a long period of 
time and in fact contributing to this subdued growth outlook. And I think 
this Baltic experience would say if you get it done quickly, if you actually 
have meaningful deleveraging and meaningful buildup of new bank 
capital, you can get it growing more quickly and I think some of the U.S. 
experience with the banking system, too, in that sense is encouraging. 

 
Fred Bergsten: Nicolas and Harold? 
 
Nicolas Véron: Yeah. I understood the “we’re back to 2007” in the limited sense that was 

an emphasis on the structural rigidities and structural weaknesses and I 
would agree on this. I think again, we’re faced as we were in 2007 with 
lack of corporate growth, of competition, excessive corporatism and 
inefficient states in many member states. 

 
 So if you see it that way, I think that this core problem which is one of the 

… what I’ve described as one of the four key threats of the crisis, indeed, 
has come full circle or hasn’t changed much. I would add that banking 
fragility is still with us, hasn’t been resolved in six years. Deleveraging 
hasn’t really started to happen in the banking system as the governor had 
just said. 

 
 So from this narrow banking perspective, we’re also in a way still in 2007. 

Nevertheless, I think one can only agree with you on the dramatic effect of 
the crisis on many European households that has political consequences. 
As Jacob mentioned, we’re not in the 1930s but we are in unchartered 
political territory in a different way and frankly from an institutional 
perspective, the crisis is transformational for the EU.  

 
 I think one issue that doesn’t get enough attention is the issue of the UK 

and what it means for the EU to have the prospect of the UK leaving the 
union, which is becoming a very concrete prospect unfortunately. I think 
unfortunately both for the UK and for the rest of Europe and this is clearly 
in my view a consequence of the crisis. It wouldn’t have happened 
otherwise even though the UK was already Euro skeptic in 2007.  

 
 So I think the crisis is transformational. Banking union is transformational. 

It’s structural. There are other developments that have happened since the 
beginning of the crisis that are structural and transformational and from 
that perspective, in a larger sense, we have made a long way since 2007 
for better or worse. 

 
Fred Bergsten: Harold and then the Domenico. 
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Harold James: I’m very, very grateful for that comment. I think it’s very, very important 
that you’ve made that. Indeed in many ways, the social fabric is much, 
much thinner or more volatile than it was in 2007-2008 and the tragedy of 
the unemployment experience and particularly of the youth unemployment 
experience is just a terrible scar on the face of Europe. 

 
 I started off this way because I was thinking of responding to the 

invitation to do longer term perspective view and to think of the growth 
potential and it does seem to me then in retrospect that when we look back 
at what Europe was like on the eve of the crisis, there were actually 
problems that weren’t very well measured in conventional terms. 

 
 If you looked at Spain for instance, Spain had a wonderful fiscal 

performance and the employment situation in Spain looked good. But the 
tragedy of a lost generation of young people started before the crisis 
because the dynamism of this fantastically overstated building boom, it 
sucked young people away from education.  

 
 So a whole generation didn’t complete their schools, didn’t go to 

university because they wanted to work on the construction sites and those 
are some of the people who are now paying the price in the crisis. I think 
the point was to suggest that there was something wrong before the crisis 
even though it was concealed by some of the data that you look at when 
you look at the macro economy. 

 
Fred Bergsten: Domenico? 
 
Domenico Lombardi: Yes. So to take in the thrust of Ms. Dunkley’s question, at CIGI, we 

focused very much on the intersection between a global economy and 
global governance issues. And in trying to take the thrust of your question, 
I’m not going to comment on the trends in employment or anything like 
that, but I do want to stress that the crisis in Europe has really sort of 
created a landmark in terms of how integration in Europe is going to work 
moving forward and it is usually where in the past, we used to think that 
there would be a tradeoff between integration and national sovereignty. In 
other words, you would give up your monetary sovereignty and then you 
would create a currency union. 

 
 What we see with this crisis and the developments moving forward is that 

this tradeoff is not working uniformly across the Eurozone in a sense that 
there are some countries for which if further projection of their 
sovereignty is fully consistent with the further integration, these countries 
get to shape the rules, have a primary leading role in shaping new 
integration initiatives and then there are other countries that are essentially 
a real taker or initiative takers, they don’t have as much of a say probably 
because of their own fault. I’m not saying anything else but they don’t 
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have as much of a say, or in any case their own sovereignty does come at 
the cost of a tradeoff vis-à-vis further integration. 

 
 So you might have again … the southern economies will be giving up 

sovereignty on their banking systems but what may come out actually is 
not the banking union that we thought we would see. Again, I think this is 
… there has been a sort of breaking point in this type of tradeoff and it’s 
going to be interesting to see what the further developments are going to 
be. But so far for some countries, there is a tradeoff. For others, it’s a win-
win. Thank you. 

 
Fred Bergsten: Jacob? 
 
Jacob Kirkegaard: No, I guess I’ll push back a little bit on some of these comments because I 

actually think that, and as Governor Hansson said, you need to be very 
careful what metric you use and which parameter and data point you 
choose to compare between 2007 and today because let’s take if you’re a 
Greek youth right now, yes, your unemployment rates have clearly gone 
up. But on the other hand, you are no longer settled with the cost of having 
to pay for a pension system that would allow you to retire at 55 with 100% 
of your final wage in defined benefit pension which was a totally 
unsustainable system that you had in 2007. 

 
 And you probably face considerably more liberal labor markets regulation, 

less rigid regulation, which means that eventually when growth does 
return you probably will actually have a better chance of finding a job 
which is what you can actually see that unlike here in the United States, 
even for youth in Europe, participation and employment rates have 
actually continued to rise even in the crisis countries. 

 
 So you need to be very specific about which parameter you choose to say 

that things are much worse than they were in 2007 because actually, things 
were much worse than they looked in 2007. 

 
Fred Bergsten: Yeah. I would just like to add one addendum to that as well. Professor 

James started out by reminding us that pre-crisis, the European Union, the 
Eurozone was very much an unfinished product. The stated goal was to 
create economic and monetary union; they had created a monetary union 
to an important degree but not yet much economic union. And he pointed 
the shortcomings—lack of fiscal, lack of banking, et cetera. 

 
 I think it’s undeniable that now, six years later, they are much closer to 

doing all those things. They haven’t done them yet fully but I think there’s 
no denying that the crisis had the usual effect of accelerating the 
requirements for reform and evolution. Governor Hansson put it in terms 
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of increased resilience. That’s both national economies but also I would 
say of the Eurozone institutions as a whole.  

 
 So I would have thought there’s an unambiguous positive if one believes 

European integration is a good thing and whether you think it’s good or 
not, it is going to persist over time, you want to complete the process as 
quickly, as smoothly as you can. Undeniably I would think, the crisis has 
accelerated that process.  

 
 So in that sense, a kind of overarching chapeau for the whole European 

economy has moved forward faster than it otherwise would have. Whether 
that’s worth the costs, that could be debated, different metrics but I would 
think that’s got to be a plus that one would put on the positive side of the 
ledger. 

 
 Final and last question, Ted Truman. 
 
Ted Truman: And we’re going to call it off. My question actually comes to this question 

of crisis opportunity. So if you take the proposition that the problem 
[inaudible 01:23:37] discussing, the problem in 2007 was generating 
economic dynamism, right? And if you want to put it in the parlance that 
sometimes is used in this country, supply side reforms, right? You’ve had 
a few things in the pension area, very few supply side reforms. 

 
 So in that sense, the crisis actually has not accelerated, right, has not been 

used as an opportunity to move forward because they all have been 
worrying about bailouts and so forth and so on. And the real question it 
seems to me is what appetite there’s going to be to go back to those supply 
side reforms given some of the political issues like we’ve discussed in the 
previous round of questioning about higher unemployment rates and so 
forth and so on since most but not all supply side reforms involve short-
term pain and long-term gain, not all but a vast majority of those. So that 
would be my question. 

 
Fred Bergsten: Okay. Let’s make this the final round and everybody can comment. We’ll 

start with Jacob, we’ll come down the aisle this way. 
 
Jacob Kirkegaard: Well, I mean, I guess my immediate answer would be that I actually 

disagree with the fact that there hasn’t been a lot of structural reform both 
at the institutional level and certainly in the program countries and I think 
this was also the gist of Governor Hansson’s remarks. I mean, I don’t 
think you can look at the yes, there is a lot of debate about the pace of 
fiscal consolidation in Greece but the fact that there has been supply side 
reform in that country as part of the Troika program I think is 
uncontroversial. 
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 There hasn’t probably been … not been enough of it. We can certainly 
agree on that, but to say that there hasn’t been any supply side reform and 
therefore that the crisis hasn’t had that positive effect I think is just 
imperatively wrong. And I would argue that the same is true if you look at 
the, as Fred mentioned in his remarks just now that that’s true at the 
European institutional level as well where whether we can debate, whether 
it’s enough or too little but certainly the direction is in my opinion 
unambiguous. 

 
Domenico Lombardi: Well, again trying to elaborate on lessons from the Italian experience, I 

would say that I don’t think the country has done enough in terms of 
structural reforms and that should be said loud and clear. I would also say 
that it’s really difficult to move forward with painful structural reforms 
when the economy is in a free-fall. Again as I mentioned, last year the 
economy contracted by 2.5, 2.4; this year a couple of percentage points. 
God knows what’s going to happen in the next few years.  

 
 It’s true that there are signs of economic recovery. I don’t think that they 

will be uniformly spread across the Eurozone nor that they will be 
sustainable across some of the southern economies. I think it would help if 
structural reforms were to be put into a European context where there 
would be some sort of first of all stepped up monitoring from European 
agencies and that we’re part of a structural contract whereby countries will 
commit themselves in a credible manner to structural reforms and in 
exchange for that, there would be some—how can I say it—some support.  

 
 Just let me give a specific example. In Italy there are arrears in the tune of 

100 billion Euros, companies that have done business with the government 
have not been paid and many of them have gone bust after that. So the 
cabinet, both the previous ones and this one, had been trying several ways 
to try to clear these arrears that created some strictures, fiscal strictures 
that do not discriminate enough between what should be cut and when you 
should really have some more flexibility with your own resources in terms 
of providing some growth financing reforms. Thank you. 

 
Nicolas Véron: Yeah, picking up on what Domenico just said, that’s what I think can be 

called economic union or the economic union agenda to parallel banking 
union, fiscal union, political union and again, we haven’t seen much 
progress there. And frankly, personally, I fail to see what the governance 
mechanism should be.  

 
 I see the goal which is to have a mechanism that forces more structural 

reforms than what we currently have and coming from the European level 
in some form but whether a contract, as President Herman Van Rompuy 
has proposed, can do the trick, I’m skeptical even if you assume which he 
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hasn’t proposed financial instances. So we’d give you money to reform 
basically. 

 
 These reforms are so painful that you wouldn’t need really enormous 

amounts of money and I don’t think that’s realistic right now. So I think 
this economic union agenda is not efficiently debated. I agree with your 
concern, Ted.  

 
 I would have a nuanced assessment somewhere probably in the middle as 

usual between Jacob and you in terms of what has happened so far. I think 
you’ve had privatizations in Portugal, you have had very significant labor 
market reform in Spain. So some things have happened. Conversely, if I 
look at Italy, if I look at France, if I look at Germany, I don’t see much 
structural reform that meets the eye and really makes a chance so I think it 
really has to be a country by country and the record is very mixed so far. 

 
 Now, I think banking union is structure reform and that was my last slide. 

I think banking union even though was not the aim and what triggered the 
decisions by politicians will actually lead to very significant changes, 
structural changes in the European financial system and I see those 
structural changes as potentially growth-enhancing in terms of especially 
providing the funding for high growth companies and the whole 
ecosystem, financial ecosystems that allows such reports, high growth 
potential companies. 

 
 This has been a blind spot of the European structural reform agenda. If 

you look at the [inaudible 1:30:06] Lisbon Strategy of a decade or so ago, 
they had 24 economic guidelines for growth and jobs that’s on point. Not a 
single one of them was about the financial system. So in a way, you could 
say European policymakers had been in denial of the growth … of the role 
of the financial system in growth but I think what is happening right now, 
again assuming success in the crucial phase next year could have very 
significant structural consequences and potentially very positive ones. 

 
Fred Bergsten: Governor Hansson. 
 
Ardo Hansson: Thank you. No, I don’t follow all the details of exactly how the structural 

reforms are going in all the different countries but I do think some of them 
have already happened. I mean, it’s a very broad concept if you consider 
for instance factor reallocations that have from a starting point which was 
highly distorted and you had in some countries, you had this construction 
booms like Professor James was saying, all the people that should have 
been somewhere else were all in the construction sector.  

 
 We had the same thing in our country. If you’ve had too large a share in 

the public sector and then you undertake these reforms under pressure, you 
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start getting kind of a structure of the economy as a result of that pressure 
that’s probably more balanced and in line with your comparative 
advantage. And although that probably creates some temporary 
transitional recession, the other area where I think you’ve seen progress is 
in the composition of fiscal spending that if you have particular 
expenditure items that probably need to be cut more and are cut through 
this process, that leaves you in a sense with a more healthy economy. 

 
 Other reforms, I think some of them potentially are ones that don’t require 

much tradeoff such as general improvements in the business environment 
which don’t induce a lot of factor reallocation, just reducing red tape and 
so on. So there’s always this issue about whether the crisis is the thing that 
induces the reform or whether now, you can also argue the other way. 
Now the crisis has receded, the kind of structural side of the narrative 
starts dominating a bit more and people realize [inaudible 01:32:10] 
particularly. We look at the debt dynamics numbers that that’s really 
where you’re going to have to work to getting your potential growth rate 
up from zero to 1% is already a huge achievement. 

 
Fred Bergsten: Harold, last word. 
 
Harold James: There’s something of a consensus I think on the panel that there had been 

some reforms but rather patchy and some more in some countries. I 
wonder whether we shouldn’t think more what effect that this is taking 
place in the European framework rather than in a particular national 
framework it would do. And there are two things that I would highlight in 
terms of forward-looking agenda. 

 
 First of all, that labor mobility can be an enormous factor in producing 

structural reform and one of the experiences of countries that have gone 
through a reform from a really sleepy economy to a very dynamic 
economy if you think of Ireland or if you think of Poland was that they 
had enormous labor outflows and some of the labor outflows then came 
back but with new ideas and they come with transformative ideas. So the 
effect of labor mobility within the union does something for your 
structure. 

 
 And the second point is really to echo Nicolas’ point about the banking 

union and there’s really a kind of profound ambiguity here because at one 
moment when people were thinking of these big cross-border institutions 
that had emerged in Europe in the 1990s and then the 2000s, they were 
thinking of them as genuine cross-border institutions. 

 
 And then suddenly after 2008 or maybe after 2010, they realized that they 

are actually not quite cross-border institutions that the Deutsche Bank SPA 
in Milano rather than Deutsche Bank as such. And so it seems to me if you 
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really want to push on this agenda and you want to think of Europe as 
something that pushes for transformative reforms, you really need to think 
of moving more to a branch system than a subsidiary system so that you 
actually have the branches of a single bank rather than legally separate 
subsidiaries that are then prone to all the ills that Nicolas eloquently 
presented about ring fencing and financial protectionism. 

 
Fred Bergsten: Thanks very much to each of our speakers. Thanks to all of you. I 

apologize for keeping us a little longer. I thought it was sufficiently rich 
and a varied agenda that we should spend a few more minutes on. I thank 
all of you for sticking with it and again, much appreciated. I particularly 
appreciate our friends at CIGI for cosponsoring this with us, for 
Domenico, Harold to be here representing CIGI. We look forward to much 
more of that and we look forward to many more discussions I’m sure of 
the Euro and with Europe. Thank you all. 


